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Southern Report
The last Cannon Fire revealed an insurmountable problem, It was too
big to email and consequently
too expensive to print and post to members. The Committee discussed
this dilemma and as a result of that discussion and the ideas generated
we decided to explore a web site.
The Committee pottered for a bit and then I missed a call and in ringing
back I inadvertently included an incorrect digit. The receiver did not
know me, not I him but in the course of trying to identify each to the
other Greg Doolan indicated he designed web sites.
Well it was obviously meant to be so I asked for a quote and the rest is
history.
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Greg is a retired GP with a keen interest in boats (and web sites). He
lives on the Gold Coast, has a vessel called the Karunda, has relatives
here in Tasmania and has been down for the wooden boat festival. On
top of that in a very short space in time he has produced us a bloody
good web site.
The address is shown at the top on the page. What will it do for you?
1. You can have images put up in relation to our activities.
2. It has an email facility that you can use to contact the Committee (for
example to advise of an apology for a meeting) or that any member of
the public can use to contact us.
3. It has a members only page where You can access to Cannon Fire.
Very soon, Club minutes, Constitution and hopefully all our past issues
of Cannon Fire can be located. You can read on line, download a copy
or print if required.
4. Once that is bedded in we will look at members wants and for sales in
this area only.
Access will only be by password which will be reset at the start of the
financial year so that only financial members will have access.
IT IS IMPORTANT THAT ACCESS TO THE MEMBERS ONLY AREA IS
NOT GIVEN TO ANY PERSON NOT A FINANCIAL MEMBER.
Our Annual Arms and Militaria Fair was well attended again this year
although there was an issue that we could have lived without that has
impacted on one of our members. I do not wish to elaborate but suffice
to say it was related to an issue that I had written to the Manager of FAS
about to seek clarification. That positive reply was circulated by email.
However another new requirement this year was not circulated to all
dealers. In the past the Club made an overarching exemption application
for all dealers at the Fair.
This year the new Manager stipulated that all Dealers had to make an
application of their own to trade away from their Registered Premises.
Unfortunately we missed one of the dealers who has fallen foul of this
requirement. I hope common sense prevails at FAS. None the less we
were profitable.
On another note I became aware last week that one of our long time
members and our Security Officer at the MMM&R and Arms Fair was in
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hospital. Graeme N had an abscess which did not respond to antibiotics
and gangrene spread. This unfortunately led to the amputation of his left
leg. He’s in good spirits and hopefully will soon have a prosthesis fitted.
In fact I saw him being interviewed on the news on Friday night in his
capacity as a Pyrotechnician with views about Cracker night permits
which has been topical.
I have to add this is the first time I have ever seen Graeme legless but
hopefully he will be back on his feet in no time.

North Western Report – Steve W
Hello, this is my second report from the North West Branch. As normal,
our bi-monthly meetings are going strong and we regularly have 20
members and guests attending and now have 36 people on the books.
We have a few guests that have made enquires to join our branch,
which looks promising. I strongly encourage current members to bring a
suitable guest along to meetings as this is the only way our club will
grow. I would like to thank all those people that have assisted in new
memberships.
We have been attempting to organise a range day to enable some of our
collector guns to be fired, but as always there has been several hurdles.
We have overcome one of these in that our guest speaker John C. from
the Smithton Rifle Club provided a talk on the rifle club and what it has to
offer. They, like us, are struggling with members and attendance, and I
believe that both clubs will be able to benefit from each other in the
future. There membership is FY and on first year there is a discount. I
strongly encourage our members to join as this will give us a range to
use, especially if and when the new gun laws are changed to allow
collector guns to be fired on special occasions. I would like to thank
John C. for his time when attending our last meeting.
We also had a second guest and that was Michael F, the son of the late
Ronald F. He spoke of what firearms were available from the estate and
that he would become a member in the future.
Also of note, the Wynyard RSL has closed its door for a short period of
time due to financial conditions. There has been a working group
appointed and committee members have been working towards a new
and improved RSL for the future. The RSL is waiting for the possibility of
a external contractor to be confirmed to enable this to move forward.
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I have placed a note on the web site, sent emails to everybody and a
text message informing members of the cancellation of the meeting
next Thursday 4 June and that the new meeting date will be planned for
2 July, same time, 6:00pm for meals and 7:00pm for meeting proper to
start. Location will be in the military room at the Wynyard RSL, as
normal.
In closing, I would like to thank everybody for their support of the of the
club and the venue and hopefully see you at the next meeting now on
Thursday 2 July.
Cheers
Steve W.

Dates to remember
(Significant Australian history dates)
1 Apr 1921
AIF ceased to exist
5 Apr 1951
Australians cross the 38th parallel in Korea
10 Apr 1941
Australians engage Germans in Greece
18 Apr 1942
GHQ SWPA established in Melbourne
20 Apr 1915
1st Half Flight AFC sail; for Bagdad, 1941 Austs.
Withdraw to Thermopylae Line, Greece
25 Apr 1900
Naval Contingent returns from China
30 Apr 1900
Tasmanians and NSWelshman at battle of Houtnek
3 May 1915
HMAS Sydney battles Zeppelin L43 in North Sea
9 May 1901
Tasmanians drive Scheepers Commando out of
Craddock District
18 May 1885
NSWelsman depart Suakin for Sydney
26 May 1945
Second Borneo Death March begins
31 May 1915
Monash succeeds Birdwood as GOC Aust. Corps,
31 May 1942
Japanese submarine raid in Sydney Harbour
6 Jun 1944
D Day, RAN and RAAF in action
8 Jun 1901 Tasmanians in fight with Malan’s Commando at Rietfontein
14 Jun 1917
First Australian AFV fired in action
16 Jun 1942
HMAS Nestor sunk in Mediterranean
18 Jun 1815
Battle of Waterloo
30 Jun 1915
Turk attack at the Nek defeated
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Militaria Column –
TRAINING RIFLES
Steve W
Dummy training rifles (Musket, Fencing No1). They are dated 1917 and
1944 and are possibly Indian manufactured. Their construction is woeful
and cheap. The rifles are weighted with lead to simulate correct rifle
weight. Being Indian, they would have been fitted with the RFI shortened
bayonet, marked DP and have a white painted band around the grips.
There is no barrel, bolt or receiver, just the stock with fitted metal bits.

The 1917 has a 2 piece walnut type hardwood stock, the rifle has a onepiece cast-iron nose-cap and fore-sight, the rear sight is made of steel
with range calibrations, the leaf is spring-loaded and carrying an
elevation adjustment slider permitting aiming practice. The fabricated
fixed cast trigger and plate with magazine frame is a single construction.
The magazine insert is filled with lead and there is a strip of lead the full
length on the underside of the fore wood. The butt-plate, and even the
sling-swivels, are of roughly made.
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The 1944 has a walnut type hardwood stock, the rifle has a one-piece
cast-iron nose-cap and fore-sight, but there is a die-cast alloy rear sight
with range calibrations - the leaf being spring-loaded and carrying an
elevation adjustment slider permitting aiming practice. The fabricated
steel swinging trigger and plate with magazine assembly has
components brazed into a single construction. There is a steel plate
attached on top of the receiver which covers a lead weight. The buttplate, and even the sling-swivels, are of roughly cast-iron.
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Heraldry Column – Uniforms, badges, medals, helmets
AUSTRALIAN WOMENS LAND ARMY- Uniforms and
Badges
John L
During World War II 192 Tasmanian Women served in the Australian
Women’s Land Army in Tasmania. The first woman to enlist was Miss
M. Wade and the first State Superintendent was Miss A. Hodgson who
was No 4 to enlist. Later enlistee No 7 Miss S. Hodgman became
Superintendent. Enlistments began in 1941. All enlistees in Tasmania
had a prefix letter T and their numbers were from 1 – 192.
The AWLA was created to relieve the shortage of rural labour.
Farmers were expected to pay them 30shillings per week plus keep (or
50shillings if no keep). They were not expected to perform domestic
duties and if a group were co located for a specific task (e.g. seasonal
fruit picking) a hostel might be established.
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Rank structure was;
Superintendent

3 red cross bars ½ inch wide on epaulette

Supervising Matron
2 red cross bars ½ inch
This rank appears to have changed to Staff Officer
Matron
2 red cross bars ½ inch
This rank changed to
Field Officer No 1
1 red cross bar ½ inch 1 red cross bar ¼ inch
Sub Matron
1 red cross bar ½ inch
This rank changed to
Field Officer No 2
Assistant Sub Matron 1 red cross bar ½ inch
This rank changed to
Field Officer No 3
3 chevrons
Welfare Officer

1 red cross bar ½ inch became 2 chevrons

Courses were held to provide opportunities for promotion.
Members of AWLA received training at Fahan School, the Cressy
Research Station and the Government Farm at St John’s Park, Newtown
before being assigned to a farm.
Badges
In addition the badge on the cover the below badge was also used. I
believe that an enamelled version was made for Officers. All the badges
were worn on the hat. The metal badges were numbered and number
recorded in their Service Record Book.
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Other Ranks Badge

All were issued with two embroidered badges which were sewn on the
uniform.
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This image shows AWLA Members at the Royal Hobart Show
Note that they have their metal badges on the tie and are also
wearing an
Armband with initials LA
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This initial scale of issue was expanded upon relative to their
employment. For example gum boots, rain coats, sou westers, gloves
and boots.
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Service Dress Tunic and Great Coat

Stars were issued for each year of service
This uniform is on display at the Army Museum Tasmania
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Webbing Column – John
Hong Kong Pack
When Australia committed Infantry units to Viet Nam initially they went
with a mix of load carrying equipments. By and large the old Pattern
1908 pack was issued although some individuals had British Pattern
1944 Packs as a result of deployments in Malaya and the Pack Board
GS(Aust) was also used.
All were found inadequate and units were observing and acquiring items
of US Equipments such as the ARVN pack, the Ranger or MLCE pack
and the Light Weight Rucksack (more on these in next issue). The
Special Air Service was also looking for a more suitable pack other than
the Australian copy of the British bergan and the Pattern 1944 that many
of them had acquired.

British Pattern 1944 Pack
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(JL Collection)

In the course of the war some SAS took leave in Hong Kong and
apparently located a manufacturer who could supply them with an
improved version of the Pattern 1944 pack. This became known as the
Hong Kong Pack.
This pack is extremely rare.
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Hong Kong Pack
(JL Collection)

Whilst it is apparent that this pack is similar to the British Pattern 1944
where this pack differs from the Pattern 1944 is apart from the material
is in the addition of a large pocket on the rear of the pack and the
padded shoulder straps and back supports. It also has quick release
toggles on each shoulder strap that resemble those of US equipments
rather than the P44.
SAS were also using the ARNV pack but as noted by MAJ B Wade OC 2
SAS Sqn. in his report to HQ 1st ATF, VN on 17 May 68 these packs
were obtained from the US Special Forces, had no padding and tended
to last no more than 3-4 patrols.
As a result of requests from HQ 1st ATF to Army Office Australia (signal
12 Aug 68) advice was given that a new pack Aust Pattern XF1 was
under development and trial versions would be available in December of
1968 or January 1969.
It was some time before the XF1 pack was approved for service
following teething problems experienced during the trials.
The design of the Aust. Pack as it became known was influenced by the
Hong Kong Pack which is readily apparent.
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Aust. Pack 1st type (JL Collection)

Arms Column Edged Weapons Column Artillery Column - John L
ML 6 INCH TRENCH MORTAR
The British Muzzle Loading 6 inch Trench Mortar was introduced into
service in 1917 and appeared in three Marks(I,II, III) on two Marks of
Bed (I, II). It was used by the Australian Imperial Force. It was regarded
as a light Mortar and each Australian Division had 6 Light Batteries each
with 51 personnel and 8 mortars. They were manned by infantry and a
battery attached to each Brigade and numbered the same as the
brigade to which attached (7 Brigade and 7 LTM Battery).
They weighed in total 292kg and discharged a 21kg bomb.
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RAA National Artillery Museum (J Lennox)

3rd TMB with a 6 Inch Trench Mortar
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Tasmanian War Memorials and Honour Boards – John L
Huonville War Memorial

This is a most unusual memorial as it was originally a memorial to
Captain John CLINCH who was a Master Mariner of 42 years service
and Captain of the SS Southern Cross (one of the Tasmanian
Steamship and Navigation Co. vessels).
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He died on the deck of his ship in Sydney Harbour on the 8th June 1875
and his body was brought to Hobart. He was interred in the
Queenborough Cemetery. In 1877 the Monument was erected from a
design by the architect William Lord and built by Mr. B. Molloy of Risdon
freestone.
In 1963 with the closing of the Queenborough Cemetery the monument
was removed and re erected at Huonville. The original panels with the
CLINCH crest and TSN Co and Union Jack flags were replaced by
symbols representing Army, Navy and Air force.
Since then additional plaques have been added and a granite plinth
included all with the names of service men and women from the
Huonville community.
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NATIONAL BOER WAR MEMORIAL
ANZAC Parade
Canberra
On the 31 May 2008 the site for the national Boer War memorial was
dedicated and Association was formed to raise the funds for the
memorial and develop its design. The fund raising has taken some time
as has the design. A number of collectors contributed to the detail of the
figures by providing not only advice but also objects that Louis Laumen
could use in developing the model.
The Final design is quite unlike most of the memorials on the avenue
and features four mounted men

on a patrol across a landscape as can be seen in the above concept
design.
One of the figures is now completed and work in commencing on the
next. The below images have been provided by the Committee who are
still seeking funds to advance the project. Donations may be made via
their web site www.bwm.org.au
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Book Reviews and Useful websites
The Spy Catchers Volume 1, The History of ASIO 1949 – 1963 by David
Horner
David Horner will be known to many readers of Australian Military
History as he has written a large number of histories relating to SAS,
The Artillery, Peacekeeping as well as on other related topics in both
articles and books.
This current volume was published last year and I had longingly looked
at it in the bookshops but it had to wait until I had squared away my copy
of the 4 volume set of Eric Ratcliffe’, A far Microcosm (of which more
later)
Once started I could not put it down. The formative years of ASIO were
surprisingly full on as the organization came to grips with the Australian
Communists who had penetrated various government (including Doc
Evatt’s office) and non government organizations. These penetrations
had been detected by highly classified US decryption. US and MI5
concerns were centred around the Atomic bomb tests in Australia and
the Weapons Research Establishment.
Not only did ASIO have to deal with this subversion but it was also fully
engaged in vetting post war immigrants searching for those former Nazis
and communists hiding among the many thousands of applicants. Their
work in obtaining Petrov’s defection and his subsequent debriefing by a
number of Western counter intelligence agencies demonstrated to both
the US and Britain that they, ASIO, had grown in experience and ability
with this outstanding intelligence coup.
David has drawn upon all the official files to develop this fascinating
history of our spooks. I cannot wait to Volume 2 which will cover the Viet
Nam period. I highly recommend this book. It is available in hard cover
for $50.
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A Far Microcosm, Building and Architecture in Van Diemen’s Land 1803
– 1914 – 4 Volumes, by Eric Ratcliff 2015
This is a monumental work 0f 2500pages on Tasmanian buildings that
retails for around $375. It is a work of a life time of research into how our
buildings are constructed, the materials and their sources, their design
and the influences that drove the designs, the architects and the
builders. For example the chapter on bricks looks at their history, the
types of bonds, the sizes, the clays and the colour they introduce into
the finished product, the firing and locations of the clay pits and kilns in
Tasmania.
There are chapters on timber, stone, glass, roofing materials, doors,
window frames, Regency, Georgian, Victorian, bungalow and
Federation. Each chapter gives examples of the type by way of images,
drawings, sketches and paintings etc of the buildings in Tasmania where
you might find and example of that topic. The history of the buildings is
also covered (owner, builder, designer, alterations etc).
Only 3 volumes to go. I have always enjoyed looking at our heritage
buildings but now I can do that with notes in hand and a greater
appreciation of our built heritage.
This is probably not a book(s) that would interest most members, unless
you are very interested in Tasmanian history.
Web Sites
For those interested in Napoleonic Wars the below blog site will be of
interest. It has a very interesting article by Steve Brown on an Australian
born Andrew Douglas White who served at Waterloo.
http://www.napoleonseries.org/research/biographies/GreatBritain/c_White.html
If you are interested in webbing
www.karkeeweb.com/
German Armed Forces
http://www.feldgrau.com/
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